The interpretation of a norm is often uncertain and conicting. In this paper we propose a model for arguing about legal interpretation, which considers the problems of vagueness. After motivating our adoption of graded categories as a tool to tackle the problem of open texture in legal interpretation, we introduce a model based on fuzzy logic and argumentation. Then, we conduct a case study by using an example from medically assisted reproduction.
INTRODUCTION
Norms are like plans which aim at achieving the social goals the members of a society decided to share [6, 7] . The legislator tries to specify all the circumstances which a norm applies to and all the exceptional contexts where it does not apply, but, as well known in the planning community of AI, universal plans rarely are a practicable strategy. An agent should rather produce a partial plan and revise it when part of it becomes unfeasible. In the same way as replanning allows an agent to revise its plans while keeping xed its original goals, whenever legal interpretation associates purposes Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for prot or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specic permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. to norms it allows them to be adapted after their creation to the unforeseen situations in order to achieve the social goals they have been planned for. After all, not only the world changes, giving rise to circumstances unexpected to the legislator who introduced the norm, but even concepts can change with respect to the one constructed by the law to describe the applicability conditions of norms (see, e.g., all the problems concerning the application of existing laws to privacy, intellectual property or technological innovations in healthcare). This adaptation can be made only at the moment of evaluating whether a given behavior in a particular situation should be considered as a violation, i.e., by judges in courts.
It is well-known in legal theory that the interpretation of legal rules is often uncertain: legal language is vague, the concepts used to describe a legal rule are not always precise, and the purpose of the rule may be dierently perceived (see, e.g., [9, 13, 18] ). Indeed, ordinary and legal languages are inherently general and abstract, vague, and open-textured, meaning with this last concept that it is not possible to anticipate all potential occurrences falling within the application scope of any legal norm [12, 19] : in other words, there persists the ineliminable potential that a denition of an empirical concept bounded in all now-foreseeable dimensions can break down in the face of unforeseen and unforeseeable events.
It is not obvious that all legal norms work as plans: consider. e.g., norms stating human rights. Although some inuential philosophers, such as Scott Shapiro [31] , argued that the law has a inherent teleological nature and that norms are plans, we do not commit here to this philosophical claim. As we will see, we rather move from the doctrinal and judicial practice (covering many norm types in most legal systems) according to which the use of normative purposes is useful to interpret legal provisions when the literal meaning of them is not clear and, thus, teleological interpretation comes to be one important option for judges 1 .
In the context of Normative MAS and AI&Law Boella et al. [6, 7] introduced a model of legal interpretation based on the purpose of a norm, and [37] oered a dierent logical framework for handing the role of purposes in legal interpretation. Both works do not incorporate quantitative methods for uncertainty. Rotolo et al. [27] built a qualitative logical machinery for reasoning about interpretive canons. Making use of deontic defeasible logics, they showed the distinguishing structure of interpretative argumentation: "the claim that a legal text ought or may be interpreted in a certain way can be supported or attacked by arguments, whose conicts may have to be assessed according to further arguments. " Other important and more recent works in AI&Law that contributed at dierent extent to this topic are [1, 2, 2, 20] .
In this paper we study legal interpretation by considering the purpose of norms and incorporating uncertainty measures. In particular, we address the following problem:
Research question Given a norm, a specic case, and different interpretations of legal concepts of the norm (w.r.t. the case): 1) how to measure the uncertainty of each legal concept?
2) how to resolve the conicts between various interpretations?
The general idea is to use fuzzy logic to measure the uncertainty of legal concepts (i.e., the fact that there are several categories an instance can be associated to and we are not able to choose the"real" one), and argumentation to handle the conicts between dierent interpretations of norms. More precisely, we combine a fuzzy argumentation system [33] to represent the interpretations, and fuzzy labeling to evaluate the status of fuzzy arguments [8] . As done in many logical analyses of legal reasoning, our model is not purely descriptive and it is rather meant to oer a rational reconstruction for explaining and checking the robustness of interpretive arguments. Our point is thus that a formal model for legal impreciseness must be cognitively sound, i.e., that it works on reliable cognitive assumptions.
The layout of this paper is as follows. First, we motivate our adoption of graded categories as a tool to tackle the problem of open texture in legal interpretation. Second, we introduce a model of fuzzy argumentation and fuzzy labeling. Third, we conduct a case study by using an example from medically assisted reproduction. Finally, we oer some conclusions.
FROM OPEN TEXTURE TO GRADED CATEGORIES 2.1 Flexible Legal Interpretation Based on Graded Categories
Legal systems are the product of human mind and are then written in a natural language. This implies two facts:
• the basic processes of human cognition have to be taken into account when interpreting norms; • as natural languages are inherently vague and imprecise so are norms.
The application of laws to a new situation is a metaphorical process: the new situation is mapped on to a situation in which applying law is obvious, by analogy. Here, by metaphor we mean using a well understood, prototypical situation to represent and reason about a less understood, novel situation. Metaphors are one of the basic building blocks of human cognition [17] .
Norms are written with references to categories. As pointed out by Lako [16] , "Categorisation is not a matter to be taken lightly. There is nothing more basic than categorization to our thought, perception, action, and speech". "The classical view that categories are dened by shared properties is not entirely wrong [. . . ] but [it] is only a small part of the story". It is now clear that categories may be based on prototypes. Some categories are vague or imprecise; some do not have gradation of membership, while others do. The category "US Senator" is well dened, but categories like "rich person" or "tall man" are graded, simply because there are dierent degrees of richness and tallness. However, it is important to notice that these degrees of membership depend both on the the context in which the norm will be applied and on the goal associated to the norm. To be considered tall in the Netherlands is not the same as to be considered tall in Portugal, for example. We have thus rst to consider the context and then the goal associated to the norm.
We propose fuzzy logic as a suitable technical tool to capture the imprecision related to categories. More precisely, a category may be represented as a fuzzy set: the membership of an element to a category is a graded notion.
As a result, we get that a norm may apply to a given situation only to a certain extent and dierent norms may apply to dierent extents to the same situation.
2.1.1 Fuzzy Logic. Fuzzy logic was initiated by Lot Zadeh with his seminal work on fuzzy sets [36] . Fuzzy set theory provides a mathematical framework for representing and treating vagueness, imprecision, lack of information, and partial truth. Fuzzy logic is based on the notion of fuzzy set, a generalization of classical sets obtained by replacing the characteristic function of a set A, A which takes up values in {0, 1} ( A (x) = 1 i x 2 A, A (x) = 0 otherwise) with a membership function µ A , which can take up any value in [0, 1]. The value µ A (x) is the membership degree of element x in A, i.e., the degree with which x belongs to A. A fuzzy set is completely dened by its membership function. In fact, we can say that a fuzzy set is its membership function.
Operation on Fuzzy Sets. The usual set-theoretic operations of union, intersection, and complement can be dened as a generalization of their counterparts on classical sets by introducing two families of operators, called triangular norms and triangular conorms [22, 29, 30] . A triangular norm (or t-norm) is a binary operation T :
A well-known property about t-norms is:
A triangular conorm (or t-conorm or s-norm), dual to a triangular norm, is a binary operation S :
, whose neutral element is 0 instead of 1, with all other conditions identical to those of a t-norm:
A well-known property about t-conorms is:
If T is a t-norm, then S(x, ) ⌘ 1 T (1 x, 1 ) is a t-conorm and vice versa: T and S in this case form a dual pair of a t-norm and a t-conorm. Noteworthy examples of such dual pairs are:
t-norm and maximum t-conorm or Gödel t-norm and tconorm);
x (product t-norm and t-conorm or probabilistic product and sum); • T L (x, ) = max{x + 1, 0}, S L (x, ) = min{x + , 1} (Łukasiewicz t-norm and t-conorm or bounded sum).
For a given choice of a dual pair of a t-norm and a t-conorm (T , S), given two fuzzy sets A and B and an element x, the set-theoretic operations of union, intersection, and complement are thus dened as follows:
The Case for Fuzzy Categories
The choice of explicitly representing the vagueness of norms, as determined by their reference to graded concepts, using fuzzy set theory is by no means obvious nor generally accepted in the legal domain. After all, judicial decisions must always be crisp and the very objective of legal interpretation is the elimination of vagueness and ambiguity. Therefore, a brief critical discussion and justication of our choice is needed. From a legal standpoint, a fundamental objection to our proposal might be that concepts or institutional facts in norms are not really vague, but open-textured: "a concept is said to be open-textured if its extension is not determined for all cases in advance of its application" [5] , but it has a recognized procedure for deciding whether it applies in a particular case. In law, this procedure is the judicial decision making through which the court rules the case. As a consequence of the judicial decision making, no doubt remains. Therefore, there would be no need to make use of degrees of membership.
To respond to this objection, we begin by observing that graded categories are a reality. They have been studied empirically and their existence may be inferred from linguistic phenomena. In some cases (for instance, the Kay-McDaniel theory of color terms [15] ), the researchers have even been able to precisely pinpoint their dependency on the neurophysiology of human perception. Now, vague terms (i.e., words that refer to graded categories) abound in everyday language and, as we have seen, legal interpretation relies primarily on ordinary languange. What we want to model by taking gradedness of categories into account is the procedure for deciding whether (or to which degree) a concept applies in a particular case. That is to say that, if the machinery we are proposing works correctly, as a result of its application we should obtain exactly what some authors call "open texture": starting from a norm expressed by means of vague concepts (represented by graded categories) and from arguments about its purposes, we should be able to compute to which degree it applies to a particular case.
Related to this same objection is the observation that in the legal domain one needs to eventually reach a yes-or-no decision. However, this is the case also in most applications of fuzzy logic: for example, in control one needs to determine a precise numerical set point for an actuator. Several defuzzication techniques have been proposed and are used to extract a precise numerical value from a fuzzy set. The reason why fuzzy logic is found useful by practitioners is that intermediate calculations starting from input data which are imprecise down to the defuzzication step can be specied intuitively and naturally based on the expert's understanding of the problem and their translation in terms of mathematical calculations does not overlook the inherent imprecision of the inputs and carries it forward in order to give a faithful account of the imprecision of the results.
Dismissing the use of fuzzy logic on the grounds that a precise result is required would be like pretending that all the input data are known precisely (when they are not) in order to be able to carry out precise calculations. In other words, we do not deny that legal reasoning must eventually come up with a yes-or-no decision; what we argue is that there is much to gain by explicitly modeling the vagueness and imprecision of legal concepts and taking it into full account throughout the reasoning process that leads to the nal binary decision! Furthermore, even when an all-or-nothing decision is required, having a clear picture of the amount of imprecision or uncertainty associated with it may be highly relevant: think of the "beyond any reasonable doubt" principle in criminal law.
Other, quite usual critiques of the use of fuzzy logic in the legal domain are those voiced, for instance, by Bench-Capon and Sergot [5] :
(1) Diculty of attaching any meaning to statements such as "it is 0.342 true that it is the case that John is tall". (2) Diculty to determine the membership function of a fuzzy set (linked to the previous one). ( 3) The arbitrariness of the rules of combination (i.e., the dual pair of a t-norm and a t-conorm chosen to dene intersection and union).
One possible reply to Critique #1 is that the actual values attributed to the objects are not important per se. What is important is that they let us get a ranking among the objects we are considering and make comparisons among them. They are qualitative, not quantitative degrees. An alternative reply is to dene and justify precise operational rules to compute degrees of membership of elements in fuzzy concepts, which was done, e.g., in [14, 24] and it is what we are going to do in Section 2.3 below.
As for Critique #3, the choice of a particular dual pair is hardly arbitrary, being usually justied by the specic interpretation of membership degrees. For instance, one popular choice, if the membership degrees are interpreted as qualitative degrees, is to adopt the (T M , S M ) = (min, max) dual pair, as min and max do not introduce any arbitrary value; if, instead, the membership degrees are interpreted as probabilities, the adoption of the (T P , S P ) is natural.
As for Critique #2, this substantially concerns the methods to determine a membership function for a fuzzy concept. This problem is well known in the eld of fuzzy logic and many solutions to it have been proposed. Within this legal-interpretation context, we think that an appropriate solution would be to apply one of the methods proposed in the literature for obtaining membership functions from consensus. An alternative would be to apply one of the methods described in [10] for the construction of possibility distributions which are fuzzy sets. A third possibility, which is the one we propose below, is to dene the membership function of a category based on a similarity measure.
Be it what it may, our proposal is independent of the particular method employed to gather information about the denition of graded categories. It just assumes one such method is available.
Representing Norms
A norm r may be represented as a rule b 1 , . . . ,b n ) l such that l is the legal eect of r (such as an obligation linked to the norm) (cf. [28] ). A norm has then a conditional structure (if b 1 , . . . ,b n hold, then l ought to be the case). An agent is compliant with respect to this norm if l is obtained whenever b 1 , . . . ,b n is derived. Often, logical models of legal reasoning assume that conditions of norms give a complete description of their applicability (for a discussion of the literature, see [28] ).
However, this assumption is too strong, due to the complexity and dynamics of the world. Norms cannot take into account all the possible conditions where they should or should not be applied, giving rise to the so called "penumbra": a core of cases which can clearly be classied as belonging to the concept. By a penumbra of hard cases, membership of the concept can be disputed. Moreover, not only the world changes as also pointed out in [18] , giving rise to circumstances unexpected for the legislator who introduced the norm, but even the ontology of reality can change with respect to the one constructed by the law to describe the applicability conditions of norms. See, e.g., the problems concerning the application of existing laws to privacy, intellectual property or technological innovations in healthcare. To cope with unforeseen circumstances, the judicial system, at the moment in which a case concerning a violation is discussed in court, is empowered to interpret, i.e., to adjust the scope of norms, under some restrictions not to go beyond the purpose from which the norms stem.
The clauses of a norm often refer to imprecise concepts (open texture), which can take up dierent meanings depending on the purpose of the norm. As we have said, those imprecise concepts are a product of the human mind and, more precisely, of a categorization process. According to prototype theory, which is one of the most prominent and inuential accounts of the cognitive processes of categorization, each category is dened by one or, in some variants [35] , more prototypes, which are typical exemplars of it. A prototype may be regarded as being represented by a property list which has salient properties of the objects that are classied into the concept.
We may formalize these notions in a way that is compatible with an underlying knowledge representation standard and technical infrastructure like the ones provided by the W3C for the Semantic Web, i.e.: OWL (based on description logics) for the terminological part and RDF for the assertional part. This would allow a practical implementation of our proposal using state-of-the-art knowledge engineering technologies. Nevertheless, we will keep our formalization abstract for the sake of clarity. Denition 2.1 (Language). Given a knowledge base K, an atom is a unary or binary predicate of the form C(s), R(s 1 , s 2 ), where the predicate symbol C is a concept name in K and R is a role name in K, s, s 1 , s 2 are terms. A term is either a variable (denoted by x, , z) or a constant (denoted by a, b, c) standing for an individual name or data value.
According to this formalisation, an individual object o is described by all the facts of the form C(o), R(o, ) and R( , o) such that K |= C(o), K |= R(o, ) and K |= R( , o). We will call these facts the properties of o.
Denition 2.2 (Graded Category).
A graded categoryC is described by a non-empty set of prototypes Prot(C) = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o n }, where each o i 2 Prot(C) is an individual name in K.
We can consider that the choice of the actual (more plausible) category with respect to a prototype may be seen as if the prototype represented a kind of generalisation, which applied deductively, will allow to "classify" (categorise) new "problems" (instances) [3] .
The membership of an instance to a category depends on its similarity to (one of) its prototype(s). Using a similarity measure with values in [0, 1] allows us to represent graded categories as fuzzy sets. A similarity measure of that kind may be dened. Here, we adapt the contrast model of similarity proposed by Tversky [34] . In such a model, an object is represented by means of a set of features and the similarity between two objects is dened as an increasing function of the features in common to the two objects (which we may call common features), and as a decreasing function of the features that are present in one object but not in the other (which we may call distinctive features). It might be the case, in a given application, that some features be more important than others. This might be taken into account by dening dierent weights for each feature, depending on the application. Denition 2.5 (Object Similarity). Given two objects (i.e., individuals) a, b in K, their similarity is dened as
.
This similarity function satises a number of desirable properties. For all individuals a, b,
We may now dene the notion of membership degree of an object o in a graded category. Denition 2.6. Given a graded categoryC and an arbitrary individual name o, the degree of membership of o inC is given by
Since the category of an item in the left-hand-side of a rule may be vague or imprecise, the degrees of truth of such an item with respect to the actual (known, believed) situation may be partial. This implies that a rule can be partially activated, i.e., the state of aairs to be reached thanks to the compliance to that rule can be uncertain.
Let us consider the following rule r : b 1 , . . . ,b n ) l, where the clauses b i have the form "o i isC i " and letC 1 , . . . ,C n be the categories of b 1 , . . . ,b n , respectively. A clause b i of a norm involving a graded category may thus be true only to a degree. The premise of the norm will then be partially true and a norm may thus apply only to some extent.
If the membership of an instance in a category depends on its similarity to the prototype of the category and also on the purpose of the norm, then we must conclude that both the prototype of a category and the similarity measure used to compute the membership might vary as a function of the purpose. While it may be hard to see how the similarity measure could change as a function of purpose, it is reasonable to assume that the legislators may have dierent prototypes in mind for a category with the same name when they write norms for dierent purposes.
This amounts to assuming that, given a graded categoryC, its set of prototypes may vary as a function of the purpose or goal G of the norm. We will write Prot(C | G) to denote the set of the prototypes of categoryC when the purpose of a norm is G.
The degree of truth iG of clause b i = "o i isC i ", given that the purpose of the norm is G, may be computed as
Denition 2.7. The degree to which the premise b 1 , . . . ,b n of rule of the form b 1 , . . . ,b n ) l is satised, given that the purpose of r is G, is given by
The state of aairs which will be reached thanks to the compliance of r will be associated with the truth degree of Deg(r | G) -this is also the degree associated to l after the activation of r .
FUZZY ARGUMENTATION AND FUZZY LABELING
In recent years, several research eorts have been made to combine formal argumentation and fuzzy logic such that: the uncertainty of arguments can be measured by their fuzzy degrees, while the conicts between arguments be properly handled by Dung's argumentation semantics. Among them, [33] proposed a quantitative preference based argumentation system, called F-ASPIC. Based on ASPIC and the fuzzy set theory, it can be used to model structured argumentation with fuzzy concepts. But, it is not clear how the status of a fuzzy argument is evaluated. Meanwhile, in [8] , the authors introduced a labeling-based approach to evaluate the status of fuzzy arguments. So, in this paper, we combine these two approaches, to lay a foundation for legal interpretation.
Fuzzy Argumentation System
We propose to use a fuzzy argumentation system which is based on Tamani and Croitoru's F-ASPIC [33] , with some adaptations to make it t our framework, and with the addition of the fuzzy labeling algorithm proposed by [8] .
In our framework, we do not need to represent rules with different degrees of importance, as Tamani and Croitoru do. In our framework, unlike in Tamani and Croitoru's F-ASPIC argumentation system, the antecedent of a rule may be partially satised, if it involves graded categories. As a consequence, the consequent of that rule will have a partial truth degree and an argument depending on that rule will have a partial membership in the set A of "active" arguments [8] . Although from a semantical point of view these gradual notions of partial truth or satisfaction are quite dierent from Tamani and Croitoru's notion of importance and strength, they lead to a mathematical treatment which is formally identical. Our main adaptation of F-ASPIC is therefore to replace, in the wording and in the formalism, these notions. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that every element of the language and every rule are fallible. Hence, we do not dierentiate between strict rules and defeasible rules, as the ASPIC+ does, but we assume that we only have defeasible rules. Technically, this does not make things simpler (partial truth is basically preserved via strict rules, since they encode indisputable inferences).
Denition 3.1 (Fuzzy argumentation system).
A fuzzy argumentation system, denoted as FAS, is a tuple (L, c f , R, n, Deg) where
• L is a logical language, • c f is a contrariness function (in this paper, we only consider the classical negation ¬), • R is the set of (defeasible) inference rules of the form 1 , . . . , m ) (where i , 2 L), • n : R 7 ! L is a naming convention for rules, • Deg : R ! [0, 1] is a function returning the degree of activation of a rule, given a grounding of the formulas occurring in it. Intuitively, Deg(r ) represents the degree of truth of the antecedent of r .
In the original F-ASPIC system, fuzzy arguments are then constructed with respect to a fuzzy knowledge base K, assigning a degree of importance µ K (p) to each proposition p 2 L. In our framework, however, we do not attach a degree of importance to propositions of formulas per se, but we need to evaluate a degree of truth of their grounding with respect to graded categories. To be more precise, the atomic propositions that are liable to have a partial degree of truth are those of the form "x is C", where C is a graded category. Given a substitution of variable x with an individual object o, the truth value of the grounding "o is C" will be given, as suggested in the previous section, by the similarity measure s(o, p) of o to one of the prototypes p of C (i.e., one p in the set Prot(C)). To this aim, we keep the same symbol K, but we regard it as a fuzzy valuation function.
Denition 3.2 (Fuzzy Valuation Function). A fuzzy valuation function in a FAS
• if 2 L ground is a ground atomic proposition of the form "o is C", with C a graded category,
• if 2 L ground is a ground atomic proposition not involving graded categories,
where T represents a triangular norm and S an associated triangular co-norm. R 1. Let r : b 1 , . . . ,b n ) l a rule. In a very simple case, the degree of activation Deg of r simply corresponds to the value returned by the Fuzzy Valuation Function K( " 
Given an argument A, Conc(A) denotes the conclusion of A, Prem(A) the set of the premises of A, Sub(A) the set of the subarguments of A (including A itself), and Rules(A) the set of rules involved in A.
Then, the degree of activation of each argument is measured by a fuzzy degree, called strength of argument in F-ASPIC, which can also be interpreted as a degree of membership in the set of active arguments, dened as follows.
Denition 3.4 (Strength of argument). Given a fuzzy argument A, its strength, denoted A(A), is dened as follows:
• if A is of the form , then A(A) = K( );
• otherwise,
Then, with respect to the notions of rebut, undercut and defeat in ASPIC, the counterparts in the setting of fuzzy argumentation are dened as follows.
Unlike F-ASPIC, our framework does not require the denition of a fuzzy counterpart of the rebut, undercut, and defeat relation. We rely on the usual crisp relations, dened as follows.
Denition 3.5 (Attacks).
A attacks B i A undercuts, rebuts or undermines B, where 2 :
• A undercuts B (on B 0 ) i Conc(A) = ¬n(r ) for some B 0 2
Sub(B).
• A rebuts B (on B 0 ) i Conc(A) = ¬ for some 9B 0 2 Sub(B)
of the form B 00 1 , . . . , B 00 m ) . We use A and D to denote, respectively, the fuzzy set of active arguments (whose membership is their strength) and the defeat relation between them. Then, a fuzzy argumentation framework is represented as F = (A, D).
This fuzzication of A provides a natural way of associating strengths to arguments, and suggests rethinking the labeling of an argumentation framework in terms of fuzzy degrees of argument acceptability [8] . The status of arguments can thus be evaluated by means of Fuzzy AF-labeling. 
Denition 3.7 (Fuzzy AF-labeling). Let (A, D) be a fuzzy argumentation framework. A fuzzy AF-labeling is a total function :
In [8] , it has been made clear that given a fuzzy argumentation framework, its fuzzy reinstatement labeling may be computed by solving a system of n non-linear equations, where n = ksupp(A)k, i.e., the number of arguments belonging to some non-zero degree in the fuzzy argumentation framework, of the same form as Equation 9, in n unknown variables, namely, the labels (A) for all
This can be done quite eciently using an iterative method as follows: we start with an all-in labeling (a labeling in which every argument is labeled with the degree it belongs to A). We denote by 0 = A this initial labeling, and by t the labeling obtained after the t th iteration of the labeling algorithm. Denition 3.9. Let t be a fuzzy labeling. An iteration in t is carried out by computing a new labeling t +1 for all arguments A as follows:
Note that Equation 10 guarantees that t (A)  A(A) for all arguments A and for each step of the algorithm.
The above denition actually denes a sequence { t } t =0,1, ... of labelings, whose convergence has been proven [8] . We may now dene the fuzzy labeling of a fuzzy argumentation framework as the limit of { t } t =0,1, ... . Denition 3.10. Let hA, Di be a fuzzy argumentation framework. A fuzzy reinstatement labeling for such argumentation framework is, for all arguments A,
Once this fuzzy reinstatement labeling has been computed, (A) will give the degree to which each argument A in the framework is accepted; this degree may be used to compute the corresponding degree to which the purpose of a norm is G:
As it is clear from the above denitions, an argument may be accepted partially and thus the purpose of a norm may be uncertain. Now, dierent strategies may be used to deal with such an uncertainty. One possibility is to consider the purpose G for which (G) is maximal. Another is to evaluate the norm with respect to all purposes such that (G) > 0 and then combine the results weighted by ther corresponding (G).
INTERPRETING A NORM WITH FLEXIBILITY
As we noticed, in addition to taking graded categories into account, any norm is always associated with a purpose (or set of purposes): that is what is called the purpose or goal of the norm. The idea is then to capture the fact that, when a legislator states a norm, she has in mind a state of aairs to be reached through the compliance with that norm. With that in mind, the degree to which a concept in the rule belongs to a category would also depend on the purpose associated with the rule. In other words, given a norm like b 1 , . . . ,b n ) l, the degree associated to l depends on the degrees of truth of conditions b i . These degrees depend in turn on the purpose associated to the norm: for example, the more is the extent in which the prohibition to smoke in public spaces promotes the purpose public health, the greater is the degree of applicability of a rule like Public_Space ) No_Smoking assuming the fuzziness of the concept Public_Space. However, the actual purpose of the legislator can be controversial [18] : for example, not enough evidence or factual information might be available which could help discovering what the legislator was intending when writing a norm. Note that the historical purpose could be obsolete due to social, economic or political change, and the legislator has not reacted in a timely manner or at all. Here, as done in legal theory (cf. [23, 28] ), we adopt an objective (teleological) approach to interpretation, which means that the purpose of a norm is the one that any rational interpreter would assign to it. Hence, we use an argumentative (logical) system which will determine which purpose, with respect to the current knowledge, is the most plausible (best argued for) purpose of a norm. Sterility, as a gradual concept, makes a good example of the point we want to make: the denition of its membership function may depend on the purpose of the norm.
For instance, if the purpose of the Italian Legislative Act n. 40/2004 on "Medically Assisted Reproduction" (on which we base our Case Study; see below) is to avoid abuses like character selection ("I want a boy, not a girl") and so to demote eugenic manipulations, which is probably the correct historical interpretation, given the public debates in Italy at the time that act was passed, then the denition of sterile will have to be rather strict. For instance, the membership might be dened as
where 0 < k  1 a constant and n(x) is the number of ovulations after which repeated attempts at obtaining pregnancy succeed for couple x, independently of whatever happens next. With k = 1, this would yield zero if the woman gets pregnant after the rst ovulation, 0.5 after the second ovulation, 0.75 after the third, etc. If one considers that an embryo is a human being since its conception, that's a reasonable denition. If one considers, as Italian laws on abortion implicitly do, that an embryo "becomes" human being, as it were, after a certain number of weeks of pregnancy, then one could modify the above denition by dening the "success" of an attempt as when the woman gets pregnant and she does not have a spontaneous abortion before her embryo becomes human. If, at the other extreme, the purpose is to maximize the chances of propagation of the couple's genes, then the denition will have to take into account the capability of the ospring to reach maturity and beget ospring at their turn. According to such a denition, a couple with a severe genetic anomaly like thalassemia major would have a very high membership in the fuzzy set of sterile couples (perhaps even a full membership if the probability of having an embryo not aected by the disease is zero). Couples with other, less severe, genetic anomalies might have a sterility degree comprised between 0 and 1, whereas a couple begetting only perfectly healthy children would have a sterility degree of zero. (See, e.g., the discussion in Ordinanza Corte Costituzionale n. 369, 9 November 2006.)
One might come up with other denitions reecting other, perhaps less extreme, possible purposes of the norm, but this should be enough to convince the reader of the fact that (i) vague concepts like "sterile" can be understood as graded (= fuzzy) concepts (ii) whose denition may depend on the purpose of the norm.
Applying the Framework: A Case Study
The case study in our paper is the application of the Italian Legislative Act 40/2004 on "Medically Assisted Reproduction. " Before the declaration of uncostitutionality ruled by the Constitutional Court (opinion 96/2015), the statute included section 4, par. 1: "The recourse to medically assisted reproduction techniques is allowed only [...] in the cases of sterility or infertility [...] ." Purpose of the discussion is to see whether this provision can be interpreted so that non-sterile or fertile couples, in which one or both spouses are immune carriers of a serious genetic anomaly, could access those techniques.
These couples are able to conceive and bear a child, though the probability that the baby will contract the disease is high. These diseases are normally severely disabling, provoke physical dysfunctions, often prevent the full psychological development of the baby, and can cause premature death. The mentioned medical techniques can detect the illness in advance and consequently let the parents take aware decisions about the pregnancy.
The legislative act does not explicitly dene 'sterility' and 'infertility.' On the basis of art. 7, l. 40/2004, every three years, the Ministry of Health is required to promulgate a decree containing the updated guidelines for the application of the law. According to these guidelines, the terms 'sterility' and 'infertility' are considered synonyms and refer to the lack of conception, in addition to those cases of certied pathology, after 12/24 months of regular sexual relations in a heterosexual couple.
In civil law systems, when it comes to statutory interpretation, one option is teleological interpretation, according to which, when interpreting a provision, judges often take into account what explicit or implicit purposes can be ascribed to the norm [18, 23] .
As for the purposes, law 40/2004 states as follows:
Art. 1, on "Purposes". Par.1: In order to favour the solution of reproduction problems caused by human sterility or infertility, it is allowed the recourse to medically assisted reproduction techniques, according to the conditions and the modalities provided for by the present law, which guarantees the respect of the rights of all the subjects involved, included the conceived baby. Besides, law n. 40/2004 is connected to other statutes of the legal system. In particular, the Italian Legislative Act 194/1978 on "Social Protection of Maternity and Abortion" provides also for the possibility of a therapeutic abortion if, during pregnancy, it is medically ascertained a pathological condition, among which those relating to signicant anomalies or malformations of the baby, that puts at risk the physical or psychic health of the woman." Severe genetic diseases are thus included. Moreover, along law 194/1978, the chance of a serious danger for the life of the woman is seen as a reason to proceed to abortion. This second legislative act is thus meant to promote the right to health both of the mother and the child.
In light of the previous remarks, we can outline a list of interpretive arguments supporting dierent interpretations. Main target is to see what interpretation better promotes the purposes that can be ascribed to the norm, if a purpose can be considered prominent, and what attacks can occur.
In what follows we present a plausible set of rules representing norms and interpretive legal arguments about such norms [27] . In both cases, fuzzy argumentation is related to the promotion of legal purposes.
In particular, the following (defeasible) rules can identify the basic the interpretive arguments ar 1 , ar 2 , ar 3 , respectively, at stake:
Sol_Rep_Prob(x) r 3 : ¬Sol_Rep_Prob(x), Genetic_Dis(x) ) ¬Rsn_Exp_Life(x) r 4 : Gener_Child(x) ) ¬Ste(x) where
• Ste(x) = "x is sterile", • Med_Rpr(x) = "x can access to medically assisted reproduction techniques", • Rsn_Exp_Life(x) ="x grants a reasonably expected life", • Genetic_Dis(x) ="x is aected by a serious genetic disease", • Well_Being(x) ="x enjoys psychological well-being", • Sol_Rep_Prob(x) ="legally solved for x the reproduction problems", • Gener_Child(x) = "x can generate children".
Consider the case mentioned above: a couple is actually able to conceive and generate children (Gener_Child(CP)), but they are both carriers of a serious genetic disease (Genetic_Dis(CP)), which does not allow children to live for more than a few years. Then according to the above rules, we have the following arguments:
The attack relation between arguments are: ar 1 attacks ar 2 , ar 2 attacks ar 3 , and ar 3 attacks ar 1 . Then, we have the following argumentation framework: Let us consider these purposes:
• Hlth_Of_MnC ="purpose: the right to health both of the mother and the child"; this purpose is associated to rule r 2 , i.e., we assume that r 2 promotes purpose Hlth_Of_MnC; • No_Eugenic ="purpose: no eugenic selection"; this purpose is associated to rules r 1 and r 4 , i.e., we assume that r 1 and r 4 promote purpose No_Eugenic. For the sake of illustration, let us also assume that only two concepts are fuzzy: Gener_Child and Well_Being. Hence, if we consider, for example, r 4 , this means that fuzziness depends only on the fact that rule r 4 makes the degree of ¬Ste(CP) as dependent on the degree of capability of generating children by CP. No other source of vagueness are considered for r 4 . Analogous considerations apply to rule r 2 in regard to Well_Being.
Given these purposes, we can measure the degrees to which the premise of rules r 2 and r 4 are satised by CP.
• Rule r 4 : Let us assume that only one prototype p 1 is associated to Gener_Child and No_Eugenic (for example, a standard fertile couple statistically identied in the population of couples in which, among others, the expected life of children is greater than 50 years and the incidence of genetic diseases is less than 20%). Clearly, these are distinctive features that dierentiates p 1 with respect to CP: suppose that the overall distinctive features are d 1 , . . . ,d 6 , while the common features are c 1 , . . . , c 4 .
If we apply Denition 2.5, then s(CP, p 1 ) = 4 4+6 = 4 10 = 0.4. Since p is the unique prototype for Gener_Child with respect to No_Eugenic and that G for r 4 is {No_Eugenic}, then it is easy to check that (see, in particular, Denitions 2.6 and 3.2) µG ener_Child (CP) = Deg(r 4 | G) = = K(Gener_Child(CP)) = 0.4.
• Rule r 2 : Let us assume that only one prototype p 2 is associated to Well_Being and Hlth_Of_MnC, and that the overall distinctive features are Given these degrees of activation of rules, the following table illustrates how to apply the machinery of fuzzy labeling to this scenario, given the above degrees of activation of the rules that determine the strength of arguments. As we noticed, we dened the fuzzy labeling of a fuzzy argumentation framework as the limit of { t } t =0,1, ... . The convergence is obtained quickly: a small number of iterations is enough to get so close to the limit. Therefore, ar 1 is accepted to degree 0.8 while ar 2 and ar 3 are given a much lower acceptance degree, namely 0.2. In other words, ar 1 is much more acceptable than ar 2 and ar 3 . It is important to observe that these degrees just represent an order of plausibility, as if saying that ar 1 is four times as plausible as ar 2 or ar 3 .
3 Note that A(r 2 ) stands for Med_Rpr(CP)^Genetic_Dis(CP)^Well_Being(CP).
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a framework for legal interpretation capable of taking graded, purpose-dependent institutional facts into account, which uses argumentation to handle conicts between dierent interpretations of legal concepts. The idea of using argumentation to solve conicts in legal reasoning is not new (see, e.g. [26] ), but our proposal is original in that we use argumentation to identify the most likely purpose of a norm, which in turn circumscribes the interpretation of the categories (institutional facts, legal concepts) referred to by the norm. Open problems, which will be the object of future investigation, include the identication of candidate purposes from the legal rules and the extraction of arguments from the text of the norms. The denition of the membership function of the fuzzy sets representing graded categories might appear arbitrary; a set of guidelines would be welcome to somehow restrict the discretionary power related to their denition.
Several works in the literature of AI & Law have considered the role of purposes in the legal interpretation. Indeed, this idea is standard in legal theory and the purpose of legal rules are recognised by jurists as decisive in clarifying the scope of the legal concepts that qualify the applicability conditions for those rules [4, 11, 25, 32] . [4, 25] use purposes/goals and values in frameworks of case based reasoning for modelling precedents mainly in a common law context. [32] analyses a number of legal arguments even in statutory law, which include cases close to the ones discussed here. [11] addresses, among others, the problem of reconstructing extensive and restrictive interpretation. This is done in Reason-Based Logic, a logical formalism that can deal with rules and reasons: the idea is that the satisfaction of rules' applicability conditions is usually a reason for application of these rules, but there can also be other (and possibly competing) reasons, among which we have the purposes that led the legislator to make the rules. More recently, works such as [6, 7, 37] proposed formal models for teleological interpretation in statutory law. All these approaches in AI & Law highlight the importance of rule purposes/goals. However, it seems that no work so far has attempted to couple this view with fuzzy logic and argumentation. In this perspective, we believe that this paper may contribute to ll a gap in the literature.
